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Say the name of each picture.
Circle all of the pictures that begin with a B sound.

B Say the word balloon           . Balloon starts with a B sound. 
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Say the name of each picture.
Circle all of the pictures that begin with a C sound.

C Say the word cloud              . Cloud starts with a C sound. 
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Say the name of each picture. Write the letter D next to the 
pictures that start with the letter D.

This is the letter D.

Trace the letter D.

D

D_D_D_D_D
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G
Goat

Have your preschooler color in 
these flashcards and letters and 
use them for alphabet practice!

When you’re done quizzing your 
preschooler, you can:

-  Cut out each letter and string them 
    all into a banner by cutting the hole     
    on top of each letter.

-  Find some of the everyday objects 
    depicted in the cards around 
    your house, and attach them 
    as a handy reminder.
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Say the name of each picture.
Circle all of the pictures that begin with a K sound.

K Say the word key                . Key starts with a K sound. 
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Say the name of each picture. Write the letter L next to the 
pictures that start with the letter L.

This is the letter L.

Trace the letter L.

L

L_L_L_L_L
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Say the name of each picture. Write the letter N next to the 
pictures that start with the letter N.

This is the letter N.

Trace the letter N.

N

N_N_N_N_N
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P
Pencil

Have your preschooler color in 
these flashcards and letters and 
use them for alphabet practice!

When you’re done quizzing your 
preschooler, you can:

-  Cut out each letter and string them 
    all into a banner by cutting the hole     
    on top of each letter.

-  Find some of the everyday objects 
    depicted in the cards around 
    your house, and attach them 
    as a handy reminder.
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Say the name of each picture.
Circle all of the pictures that begin with a Q sound.

Q Say the word queen           . Queen starts with a Q sound. 
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Say the name of each picture. Write the letter T next to the 
pictures that start with the letter T.

This is the letter T.

Trace the letter T.

T

T_T_T_T_T_T
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Say the name of each picture.
Circle all of the pictures that begin with a V sound.

VSay the word Valentine            . Valentine starts with a V sound. 
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X
Xylophone

Have your preschooler 
color in these flashcards 
and letters and use them 
for alphabet practice!

When you’re done quizzing your 
preschooler, you can:

-  Cut out each letter and string them 
    all into a banner by cutting the 
    hole on top of each letter.

-  Find some of the everyday 
    objects depicted in the cards 
    around your house, and 
    attach them as a handy 
    reminder.
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0
Say the name of each picture.

Circle all of the pictures that begin with a Z sound.

Z Say the word zebra           . Zebra starts with a Z sound. 
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is an ThuVienTiengAnh.Com reading superstar

Great job!


